Abstract. Theoretical seismograms are calculated at a teleseismic distance from atmospheric sources over oceanic and continental earth models. Vertical surface displacements of the fundamental and first higher-mode Rayleigh waves are obtained for each of the models. Source altitudes range from 0.3 to 4.88 km for a 1-kiloton nuclear explosion in a stratified thermal atmosphere. At 20-sec period, an explosion over the oceanic model exhibits amplitudes an order of magnitude greater than the equivalent amplitudes from an explosion of the same burst height and yield over any of the three continental structures. If the differences in artelastic attenuation over the paths are included, this effect will be reversed at large enough distances. Since nuclear explosions have occurred over the ocean as well as the land, there is a need for determining the effect of the region below the source in exciting and propagating Rayleigh waves. In this paper we present the theoretical amplitudes for Rayleigh waves generated by • 1-kT nuclear explosion at altitudes in • stratified thermal atmosphere from 0.3 •o 4.88 km above oceanic and land models.
In order to make realistic comparisons for land-based stations, the effect of propagation across continental margins must be evaluated. This will be estimated using the observations and theoretical calculations of McGarr [1969] . THEORETICAL 
NUMERICAL METHODS

Theoretical Formulation
As in earlier work [Harkrider, 1964a] , the thermally stratified atmosphere is modeled by gravitating isothermal layers. The earth models are •represented by a multilayered solid elastic half-space. The atmosphere is coupled to the solid earSh requiring continuity of pressure and vertical displacement across their interface. For oceanic models, the ocean is included as a layered gravitating liquid in the lower part of the atmospheric wave guide [Harkrider A5 the periods of interesS, 5-60 sec, the vertical dependence of Rayleigh waves in the plane layered medium is a valid approximation to the radial dependence of pressure and particle velocity in the spherical earth. The Rayleigh wave solutions for a source and receiver in the plane layered s•ructure are corrected for sphericity by using the colatitude dependence which, near the source, approaches. the fia•-earth radial distance dependence [Harkrider, 1964a] .
The effec5 of attenuation along the propagation path due 5o. anelasticiW in the solid earth is contained in a spectral decay factor.
The atmosphere is terminated a5 altitude by a free surface. The rationale behind this assumption will be discussed later.
The assumed source is the Fourier •ransform in time of the azimuthally symmetric Green's function for a graviSating isothermal space. (For atmospheric symbols used without definition here, refer to Harkrider [1964a] ; for solid-earth symbols used withou5 definition, refer 5o Harkrider [1964b] . The source is in layer s a• an altitude z -D and at r -0 (Figure 1) . The Green's function or point source is normalized so that at a distance a8 to the side of the source, i.e., (r, z) -(a.8, D), the spectral source pressure is given by the 5ransformed empirical pressure-time history [Glasstone, 1962] .
The resulting spectral source overpressure is given by: The peak overpressure Pas is chosen at a distance. a8 for a 1-kT nuclear explosion, well within the linear zone. For' different yields and altitudes, the distance. a.8, the positive. phase duration time T+•8, and the arrival time t• are scaled using the scaling rules described by Glasstone [1962] . The. peak overpressure is also scaled by the ratio of ambient pressure at the. different source altitudes. Scaling the source at the burst height rather' than above or' below it eliminates the necessity of correcting for' the differences in ambient-atmosphere properties at the burst and scale point. This correction can be quite large when scaling below the explosion for' large yields and high altitudes. 
Combining (28) with (23) and (26), we have and substituting (24) and (26) where for the solid layers teminated at depth by a half-space [Harkrider, 1964b; Harkrider, 1969] [
T] INK-LM] _ (•11 = -[GN -LH] ---•-• (36)
The quantities N, K, L, M, G, and H are linear combinations of the elements of the product matrix for solid layers [Harkrider, 1964b] 
•Oo = -c A •2F, An alternate form in terms of the solid earth compound product matrix 6t can be obtained using the following relations [Harkrider, 1970] given input values of source yield,, altitude, and distance to the observer. The program scales the source parameters and evaluates (47) using the Aki synthesis algorithm [Harkrider, 1964a] .
Fe --[NK-LM] --c(A,,/A,,)[GN --LH]
The scaling rules are the same as those given by Harkrider [1964a] except that the scaled overpressure po, should include as a correction the ratio of the ambient pressure at the actual source height and the standard source height [Pierce, 1965] .
The Observationally and theoretically, McGarr [1969] has found that, for Rayleigh waves crossing a continental margin, the ocean bottom amplitudes are 2 to 3 times smaller than amplitudes on land. Thus measurements observed on land for an explosion over an oceanic crust at this distance should be 6 to 15 times larger than those for an explosion over a continental crust observed at the same distance at a station on land. The models used in this paper are not identical to those used in the theoretical calculations ooe McGarr [1969] , but he has shown that an approximation to at least the direction of amplification can be obtained by assuming that the total energy in the fundamental mode is conserved on crossing the continental margin. Using this approximation, we have found that our models also show an amplification consistent in direction with his.
As has been stated, the same anelastic attenuation values were used for all models, and the values adopted are those appropriate for an oceanic path. At the assumed distance and periods, the observed smaller coefficients for land paths will increase the theoretical land-path amplitudes by as much as a factor of 12 [Gutenberg •d Richter, 1956; Tryggvason, 1965] . Thus the preceding statements pertain only to observed data for which possible differences in attenuation along the propagation paths have been corrected.
In Figure 5 , the ratio ooe the maximum amplitude for the first higher mode to the amplitude of the fundamental mode at 20-sec period is shown as a function ooe source height. All models have a minimum at a source height of from i to 2 km. The cause of the difference between the oceanic and land models for sources above 3.66 km has not yet been determined, but the increase in relative excitation for the first higher mode over the fundamental with increasing altitude might prove to be a diagnostic aid for high-altitude explosions at sea.
An estimate of whether the effects in Figure 4 indicate that the larger amplitudes for the ocean model are due to better coupling between the atmosphere, ocean, and oceanic crust-upper mantle structure than between the atmosphere-continental structures.
CONCLUSIONS
We have compared the generation of Rayleigh waves by atmospheric explosions over oceanic structures and over three types of continental earth structures. We conclude that on the basis of the admittedly simplified models adopted here:
1. More efficient coupling of energy from the atmosphere results in approximately 3 to 5 times greater amplitude of vertical-component Rayleigh waves for the oceanic structure than for any of the three types of continental structure, at 20 sec period.
2. On the basis of McGarr's results, we conclude that the effect of continental margins should be to increase the amplitude of Rayleigh waves on the continent with respect to the ocean bottom.
3. Thus, an explosion over water that is observed (in the form of Rayleigh waves) on land should exhibit amplitudes an order of magnitude greater than the equivalent amplitudes from an explosion of the same burst height and yield over any of our three assumed continental structures. 4. However, the effect of anelastic absorption of Rayleigh waves is in the opposite direction: regardless of the earth structure immediately beneath the explosion, the fact that Q is lower for oceanic crust-upper mantle structures than for any of our continental structures implies that observed Rayleigh-wave amplitudes at sufficiently large teleseismic distances should be greater for continental paths than for oceanic paths.
